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We present a modified real RAM model which is equipped with the usual
discrete and real-valued arithmetic operations and with a finite precision test <k
which allows comparisons of real numbers only up to a variable uncertainty
1(k+1). Furthermore, our feasible RAM has an extended semantics which allows
approximative computations. Using a logarithmic complexity measure we prove
that all functions computable on a RAM in time O(t) can be computed on a Turing
machine in time O(t2 } log(t) } log log(t)). Vice versa all functions computable on a
Turing machine in time O(t) are computable on a RAM in time O(t). Thus, our real
RAM model does not only express exactly the computational power of Turing
machines on real numbers (in the sense of Grzegorczyk), but it also yields a high-
level tool for realistic time complexity estimations on real numbers.  1998 Academic Press
Key Words : computational complexity; computability; complexity in analysis.
1. INTRODUCTION
The real random access machine (RAM) has a long tradition in computer
science. In computational geometry it is the main model of computability
(cf. Preparata and Shamos [18]) and in numerical analysis it has been
used to describe complexity (cf. Traub, Wasilkowski, and Woz niakowski,
Novak [22, 16]). In the last years a theory of complexity has been built
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upon this model (cf. Blum, Shub, and Smale [2]; for a modification see
Koiran [11]). One advantage of the RAM model seems to be that it is
easy to describe and easy to handle. Computability is described on the level
of real numbers (which are regarded as entities) in terms of the arithmetic
operations and the order. This level of abstraction is very close to scientific
programming and numerical analysis.
Nevertheless, the model does not take into account the fact that real num-
bers are infinite objects and in the real world we can only handle finite por-
tions of these objects. We believe that one should carefully investigate where
it is admissible to leave the infinite nature of real numbers out of account
and where it is not. A suitable model for such an investigation is the Turing
machine (TM) model which just describes how to handle finite information.
The resulting notion of computability of real-valued functions seems to be
the most natural one (cf. Grzegorczyk, Lacombe, Pour-El and Richards,
Ko, Weihrauch [7, 12, 17, 10, 23, 26]). A central result of that investigation
is that computable operations are continuous. The reason is that for com-
puting any finite portion of the output already a finite portion of the input
is sufficient. This corresponds to the well-known fact that tests like ‘‘x=0?’’
are critical in practice (cf. Hertling and Weihrauch [8]), hence to the
problems of numerical stability (compare, e.g., Burnikel, Mehlhorn, and
Shirra [6]). This insight led us to our modified real RAM model which, on
the one hand, can precisely perform the continuous operations but which,
on the other hand, only offers continuous finite precision versions of the dis-
continuous test<and of the staircase operation w x which computes the
integral part of a nonnegative real number. A corresponding characteriza-
tion of the class of computable real functions can be found in Brattka [4].
Recently, we noticed that finite precision tests have already been considered
by Scho nhage [19]. A prototype of an implementation of the feasible real
RAM has been developed by Mu ller [15]. Different approaches to the com-
parison of real RAMs with Turing machines were given by Hotz, Vierke,
and Schieffer [9], and Boldi and Vigna [3]; Meyer auf der Heide and
Wiedermann introduced a ‘‘numerical RAM’’ [13].
Our feasible real RAMs (in the following, for short, RAMs) can be
characterized by the following features: rational constants, arithmetic
operations on N and R, the usual tests =, < on N, a finite precision test
<k with a variable uncertainty 1(k+1) on R, defined by
(x<k y) % {
TRUE :  x< y
FALSE :  x> y&
1
k+1
for x, y # R, k # N, a finite precision staircase operation, giving one of the
values in wxxk :=[n # N | n&1(k+1)<x<n+1] _ [0 | x<0] for x # R
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and k # N, an extended approximative semantics, and a logarithmic cost
measure.
Instead of the finite precision test above one could equivalently use, for
example, the following modified, two-sided version with three values: if
|x& y|1(k+1), then it must give the value SMALLER in case x< y
and the value GREATER in case x> y, but if |x& y|<1(k+1), then it
can give either a third value DONT-KNOW or, in case x{ y, the correct
one of the values SMALLER or GREATER.
It is important to notice that the cases in the definition of the finite
precision test are not disjunct (cf. Fig. 1). Similarly, the result of the finite
precision staircase operations is not always unique. Thus, a kind of indeter-
minism is introduced in our computations. In a realization of the feasible
real RAM the result of the test in the uncertainty area and, hence, the
computation path might depend on the precise representations of the real
inputs. Nevertheless, each computation path must lead to a reasonable
result. What ‘‘reasonable’’ means is described by our extended semantics
where a function f: R  R is approximated by a real RAM M if M with
input (x, k) yields a result y with | f (x)& y|<2&k.
Our logarithmic time complexity measure will charge each operation
with costs depending on the size of the operands. Especially, the costs of
the finite precision test <k will tend to infinity if k tends to infinity. We
leave out of consideration the fact that in reality (as on Turing machines)
the time complexity of an operation does not only depend on the size of the
operand x but also on the demanded output precision k. This is justified
by the fact that the basic arithmetic operations are online computable in
polynomial time; i.e., there are polynomial-time Turing machine programs
for these operations such that the output precision is equal to the input
precision minus a certain delay, depending on the input size.
The main result of our investigation shows that the logarithmic time
complexity of our RAMs is closely related with the time complexity of
Turing machines (in the sense of Ko [10], Mu ller [14], and Weihrauch
FIG. 1. The finite precision test.
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[25, 26]); i.e., the following inclusions hold for the corresponding time-
complexity classes of functions (provided that t fulfills some natural regu-
larity properties):
TIMETM (t)TIMERAM (t)TIMETM (t2 } log(t) } log log(t)).
Thus, the computational power of the Turing machine model for real
number computations can also be expressed in a realistic, modified real
RAM model.
We will start with the definition of our real RAMs and a definition of
Turing machines in Sections 2 and 3. Section 4 describes the simulation
of TMs by RAMs and Section 5 describes the inverse direction. Then, in
Section 6 we introduce RAMs with indirect addressing (IRAMs) and simu-
late them by Turing machines: TIMEIRAM (t)TIMETM (t4 } log(t)2 }
(log log(t))2). In Section 7 restricted RAMs (RRAMs) are considered. In
that model natural and real multiplications x V y and real divisions xz are
allowed only for | y|c and |z|1c, c>0 a constant. For restricted
RAMs the uniform time complexity (the corresponding uniform time
complexity classes are denoted by UTIMERRAM (t)) is closely related to the
logarithmic time complexity of RAMs: TIMERAM (t)UTIMERRAM (t)
TIMERAM (t2). In Section 8 we consider RAM models with an extended set
of elementary operations. If, for example, a RAM working in time t addi-
tionally uses exp and ln as basic operations (with appropriate logarithmic
costs) then it can be simulated by a TM in time O(t2 } log(t)2 } log log(t)).
2. FEASIBLE REAL RANDOM ACCESS MACHINES
We consider random access machines with two different sorts of
registers: natural registers ni containing natural numbers (i.e., elements of
N=[0, 1, 2, ...]) and real registers ri containing real numbers where i # N.
For simplicity of notation we usually do not distinguish between a register
and its content.
Definition 2.1 (RAMs). A random access machine (RAM) is a triple
M=(X, Y, F ). Here X and Y denote the input space and the output space,
each a finite product of the spaces N and R. We assume that with each
input space and output space there is associated a fixed input mapping
from X to the input registers and a fixed output mapping from the output
registers to Y. F is a finite flowchart labeled by a finite set QN of nodes
containing one initial node 0. With each node q # Q one operation out of
Table I and a finite list of successor nodes are associated. If the operation
is a test then there is a pair of successor nodes, else there is either one
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TABLE I
RAM Operations and Their Costs (l Will Be Explained in the Text)
op cost(op) Explanation
Assignment of constants ni :=m 1 m # N
ri :=q 1 q # Q
Simple copy instructions ni :=nj l(nj)
ri :=rj l(rj)
Mixed copy instructions ri :=nj l(nj)
ni :=wrjxnk l(rj , nk)
Natural arithm. operations ni :=njnk l(nj , nk)  # [+, " , V , div, mod]
Real arithmetic operations ri :=rjrk l(rj , rk)  # [+, &, V ]
ri :=rjrk l \rj , 1rk+
Tests ni=nj l(ni , nj)
ni<nj l(ni , nj)
ri <nk rj l(ri , rj , nk)
successor node or no successor node (in the last case the node is a final
node).
A flowchart can be viewed as a finite graph controlling the computations
of the machine.
On natural registers one can perform the usual operations: assign a con-
stant to a register, copy a register to another one, add, subtract (where
x " y=x& y if x y and x " y=0 if x y), multiply registers, compute
the functions div and mod for registers, and compare registers. On real
registers one can do the following: assign a constant to a register, copy a
register to another one, add, subtract, multiply, divide registers, and com-
pare two registers with finite precision. Finally, there are two operations for
the exchange of natural and real registers: the content of a natural register
can be copied to a real register, and the result of a finite precision staircase
operation applied to a real register can be assigned to a natural register.
For the definition of the finite precision operations see the Introduction.
The list of elementary operations is redundant. For example the test
ri<nk rj can be deduced from the finite precision staircase operation and
other operations:
(ri<nk rj)=(w1+ri&r j xnk=0).
On the other hand, one can also simulate the staircase operation by the
finite precision test and some arithmetic operations.
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In Section 8 we introduce extended RAMs. In these RAMs further
elementary operations are available, e.g., exp, its inverse ln, or other func-
tions which can be approximated by RAMs.
In order to define the semantics of a RAM we have to explain the com-
putation process of a RAM. Given an input the machine computes as
follows: the machine starts in the initial node with the input in the respec-
tive input registers. Then a computation path according to the flowchart F
is followed. Note that for one input there may be several computation
paths, due to the indeterminism introduced by the finite precision opera-
tions. If a division by zero is tried then the computation just stops without
giving any output. If a final state is reached the computation stops and the
output can be read from the output registers.
Since for one input there may be different computation paths leading to
different outputs it makes sense to speak of the computed relation. Under
a relation we always understand a subset of a pair of spaces. For a relation
RX_Y the domain of R is dom(R)=[x # X | (_y # Y)(x, y) # R], and for
x # X we define R(x) :=[ y # Y | (x, y) # R].
Definition 2.2 (Semantics of RAMs). A RAM M=(X, Y, F ) com-
putes the relation RM X_Y defined by dom(RM) :=[x # X | every
computation path of M on input x reaches a final node] and
RM :=[(x, y) | x # dom(RM) and there is a computation path on input x
with output y].
Note that for x # dom(RM) every computation path must lead to a final
node. By Ko nig’s lemma one can prove:
Lemma 2.3 (Finiteness of the computation tree). Let M be a RAM. If
x # dom(RM) then there are only finitely many computation paths of M on
input x.
We introduce two time complexity measures for RAMs. In the uniform
time complexity the single operations are just counted. For the logarithmic
time complexity we have to define the cost of a single operation. For x # N
or x # R we use l(x)=1+wlog(max[ |x|, 1])x. Here log denotes the binary
logarithm: log(x) :=log2 (x). Roughly speaking, l(x) is the length of the
binary representation of the integer part of x. For x=(x1 , ..., xk) we use
l(x)=max[l(x i) | i=1, ..., k]. The cost cost(op) of an elementary opera-
tion op is defined by the right side of Table I. In most cases it is essentially
the logarithmic size of the operands.
For the following we use the notation f : X  Y for a partial function
f with domain dom( f )X.
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Definition 2.4 (Time complexities of a RAM). Let M=(X, Y, F ) be a
RAM. The uniform time complexity uM : X  N is defined by dom(uM)
=dom(RM) and
uM (x)=maximum of the length of all computation paths on input x
for x # dom(RM). The logarithmic time complexity tM : X  N is defined
by dom(tM)=dom(RM) and
tM (x)= max
comp. paths on x {:op cost(op)=
for x # dom(RM), where the last sum is over all operations op in a com-
putation path on input x and the maximum is over all computation paths
on input x.
Note that in both definitions the maximum exists by Lemma 2.3. The
rational functions with rational coefficients can be computed directly by
RAMs but, for example, exp(x) can only be approximated (this is true also
in the classical real RAM model). Therefore, we define the approximated
functions and their time complexity.
Definition 2.5 (Relations approximating functions). Let (Y, d ) be a
metric space. A relation R(X_N)_Y approximates a function
f : X  Y if dom( f )_Ndom(R) and d( f (x), y)<2&n for all
x # dom( f ), n # N and y # R(x, n).
In the next two definitions we assume that X=X1 _ } } } _Xn and
Y=Y1_ } } } _Ym are finite products with Xi , Yj # [N, R]. On such
product spaces we use the distance induced by the maximum norm:
d( y, y$)=| y& y$| :=max[ | y1& y$1 |, ..., | ym& y$m |], for y, y$ # Y.
Definition 2.6 (RAMs approximating functions). For t: X_N  N
a function f : X  Y is said to be approximated by a RAM
M=(X_N, Y, F ) in time t if RM approximates f and tM (x, k)t(x, k) for
all (x, k) # dom( f )_N.
Definition 2.7 (Time complexity class). For t: X_N  N we define
TIMERAM (t) :=[ f : X  Y | Y is a finite product of N and R and
there is a RAM M approximating f in time O(t)].
Since the feasible real RAM model contains the classical discrete RAM
model (for computations over N), one can hope to obtain a polynomial
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equivalence between TM time complexity classes and feasible real RAM
time complexity classes only for the logarithmic time complexity. This
equivalence will be given in Sections 4 and 5. On the other hand, it is well
known that with respect to the uniform time complexity the discrete RAM
model without multiplication is polynomially equivalent to the TM model.
In Section 7 we will extend this to the uniform time complexity classes of
a feasible real RAM model with ‘‘bounded’’ multiplications and divisions.
3. TURING MACHINES
In order to compute a function f : R  R by a Turing machine one
uses suitable representations $: 7|  R of the real numbers. Then one
can use a name p # 7| of an argument x # dom( f ) as an oracle and for
input k # N one can compute a prefix of precision k of a name q # 7| for
f (x) (cf. Ko [10]). Or one can use p as an input for a Turing machine
which computes without halt a name q (cf. Weihrauch [26]). Here we use
a slightly modified version of Ko’s approach, which we call approximation
of real functions.
Our Turing machines have finitely many one-way (infinite to the right)
read only input tapes, finitely many work tapes, and finitely many one-way
write only output tapes. They are controlled by a finite flowchart program.
They may have infinite input, but for valid input they must stop after
finitely many steps, producing finite output.
Definition 3.1 (Turing machines). A Turing machine is a tuple
M=(7, I, O, F ), where 7 is an alphabet such that B  7, where I is a finite
product of 7*, 7|, called input specification, and where O is a finite
product of 7*, called output specification. F is a finite flowchart program
which is labeled by a finite subset QN, 0 # Q, and which uses the com-
mands,
Left(i), Right(i), Read(i, a), Write(i, a), InRight(i), InRead(i, a), Out(i, a)
with i # N and a # 7 _ [B]. Test command nodes (Read(i, a), InRead(i, a))
have two successor nodes in the flowchart and all other command nodes
have one successor node or no successor node (in the last case the node is
a final node).
The following definition sketches the semantics of our Turing machines
informally.
Definition 3.2 (Semantics of Turing machines). Let M=(7, I, O, F )
be a Turing machine. Then M computes a function fM : I  O in the
following way:
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(1) The start configuration. The computation starts with the
flowchart command labeled by 0. The component pi of the input p # I is
contained on the input tape i from left to right (note that pi can be infinite).
All other positions on all tapes are filled with blanks B. The input and out-
put tape heads are on the left side of their tapes.
(2) The computation. The computation is determined by the
flowchart. The semantics of the commands is as follows: Left(i), Right(i)
moves the head of the work tape i one position to the left, to the right,
respectively. Write(i, a) writes a symbol a # 7 _ [B] on the work tape i and
Read(i, a) reads a symbol s # 7 _ [B] from work tape i and branches,
depending on whether s=a or not. InRight(i) and InRead(i, a) work
correspondingly on the input tape i. Finally, Out(i, a) writes an a on out-
put tape i and moves the head to the right afterwards.
(3) The output. If the machine stops after finitely many steps, i.e., if
it reaches a final node, then the output fM ( p) consists of the vector of the
longest words not containing a blank B from the left end to the right on
the output tapes.
Up to now we have only treated Turing machines that compute on
words and sequences over 7. Now we use the binary notation for N and we
introduce a representation of R. From now on we fix our alphabet to be
7 :=[0, 1, 1 , } ]. Since the usual binary representation for real numbers is
not suitable already by topological reasons (cf. Weihrauch [26]) we use
the signed-digit representation (cf. Avizienis [1]). This representation has
an additional negative digit, &1 (written as 1 ). It satisfies all properties
necessary for a complexity theory (cf. Schro der [20]). Intuitively, the
signed-digit representation is more redundant and more symmetrical than
the usual binary representation; after a finite prefix of a represented real
number it allows increasing and decreasing the number.
Definition 3.3 (Binary notation). The binary notation $N : 7*  N
is defined by $N (an . . . a0) :=ni=0 ai2
i for all an . . . a0 # [0, 1]*, n0, such
that an {0 if n>0. For k # N we often use k :=$&1N (k).
Definition 3.4 (Signed-digit representation). The signed-digit represen-
tation $R : 7|  R is defined by $R (an . . . a0 } a&1a&2 . . . ) :=&i=n ai2
i for
all p=an . . . a0 } a&1a&2 . . . # 7|, n&1, such that an {0 if n0,
an an&1  [11 , 1 1] if n1, and ai # [1 , 0, 1] for in.
For finite words w with w0| # dom($R ) we sometimes use $R (w) :=
$R (w0|). If X=X1_ } } } _Xn is a finite product of [N, R] then by $X we
denote the representation $X1 _ } } } _$Xn .
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Now we can define what it means that a number function is
approximated by a Turing machine in a certain time. Since our complexity
measures shall be absolute measures we have to ignore the natural parts
of numbers, while taking into account the digits behind the binary point.
Let k # N. A word w is called a k-approximation of a real number x if it
is a prefix of a $R-name of x and has exactly k digits after the binary point.
Let x=(x1 , ..., xn) be a vector of naturals and reals. A vector w=(w1 , ..., wn)
of words is called a k-approximation of x if for each natural number xj
we have wj=xj@ and, in case there are real components xj , if for each
real xj there is a kj such that wj is a kj -approximation of xj and
k=min[kj | xj is real]. Thus, if w is a k-approximation of an x # X then
d($X (w), x)2&k. If q is a name for a real or a natural then q[m] is the
prefix of q which is an m-approximation. If p=( p1 , ..., pn) # dom($X) then
p[m] :=( p1[m], ..., pn[m]).
Definition 3.5 (Approximation of number functions by TMs). Let
f : X  Y be a function with X=X1_ } } } _Xn and Y=Y1 _ } } } _Ym ,
where X1 , ..., Xn , Y1 , ..., Ym # [N, R]. Let M=(7, I_7*, (7*)m, F ) be a
Turing machine, where I is a product of 7*, 7| such that $X (I )=X. Let
t, l: X_N  N be functions. Then M approximates f in time t if for any
x # dom( f ), any p # $&1X [x], and any k # N the following is true:
(1) On input ( p, k ) M stops after at most t(x, k) steps,
(2) and fM ( p, k ) is a k$-approximation of f (x) for some k$k.
If, additionally,
(3) M has read at most l(x, k) symbols after the binary point on any
input tape (that contains a name of a real) when it stops,
then M approximates f in time t and input lookahead l.
If the output does not contain a real component then we often omit the
precision parameter k and speak of a computation of the function rather
than of an approximation (cf. Definition 4.4). We are now able to define
the time complexity classes for the Turing machine model.
Definition 3.6 (Time complexity class). Let X be a finite product of N
and R and t: X_N  N be a function. Then
TIMETM (t) :=[ f : X  Y | Y is a finite product of N and R and
there is a TM approximating f in time O(t)].
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The input lookahead did not enter into the definition of the complexity
classes. It will implicitly play an important role in the simulation of a RAM
by a TM; see Section 4.3.
4. SIMULATING RANDOM ACCESS MACHINES BY
TURING MACHINES
4.1. The Result
We show that our real random access machines can be simulated
efficiently by Turing machines. The following theorem is the main result of
the section.
Theorem 4.1 (Simulating RAMs by TMs). Let t :  X_N  N be
a function with l(x)+k+t(x,k+1) # O(t(x,k)) and t(x, k)2. Then
TIMERAM (t)TIMETM (t2 } log(t) } log log(t)).
We shall prove a slightly stronger result. Let F: N  N be a function
such that the time complexity of the multiplication of two binary n-bit
integers is in O(F(n)) and such that F(n)n (for n>0) is nondecreasing and
(\c1 , c2>0)(_c3)(\n) F(c1 n+c2)c3 F(n)+c3 . An example for F(n) is the
Scho nhageStrassen bound n } log(n+1) } log log(n+2).
Proposition 4.2 (Simulating RAMs by TMs). Let t :  X_N  N
be a function with l(x)+k+t(x, k+1) # O(t(x, k)). Then TIMERAM (t)
TIMETM (t } F(t)).
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Theorem 4.1 is obtained immediately from
Proposition 4.2 if one uses for F(n) the Scho nhageStrassen bound
n } log(n+1) } log log(n+2). K
We explain the simulation in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 contains the con-
struction of certain ‘‘online TMs’’ which are used in the simulation. The
correctness proof for the simulation and the complexity estimation will be
given in Section 4.4.
4.2. The Simulation
Let M be a RAM approximating a function f : X  Y in time t. In this
subsection we describe a Turing machine M which simulates the RAM M.
In Section 4.4 we prove its correctness and estimate its time consumption,
thus proving Proposition 4.2.
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Let us assume that we have a $X-name p for an element x # X and that
we wish to compute a k-approximation of f (x) for some k # N. Then the
input for the TM M is the pair ( p, k ).
The idea is to simulate stepwise a computation of the RAM on input
(x, k+2) using finite prefixes p[m] of p, describing x with finite precision.
If this finite precision simulation is successfully completed then its output is
a finite approximation of the result of the computation of the RAM M.
This is started with m=1 and repeated with exponentially growing prefix
precision m until the precision of the output is sufficiently high. Here an
output precision of k+2 suffices, since from a (k+2)-approximation of the
result of a computation of the RAM M on input (x, k+2) one can easily
obtain a k-approximation of f (x). A flowchart describing the TM M on
this informal level is depicted in Fig. 2.
We describe the simulation in greater detail. Each natural register ni and
each real register rj used in M will be simulated by an associated work tape
TN (i), TR ( j) of M , respectively. Additionally, the TM M has input tapes,
output tapes, and some more work tapes. Note that the RAM M uses only
finitely many registers. Hence, M has only finitely many tapes. The input
( p, k ) ( p a name for the input vector x of the function to be approximated,
k the desired output precision) is assumed to be contained on the input
tapes. The following program describes the global structure of the Turing
machine M . The variable m is realized by a binary counter on a special
FIG. 2. The simulation of a RAM M by a TM.
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work tape. The subprogram M$ will be explained afterwards. The proce-
dure round transforms a (k+2)-approximation of a vector into a k-
approximation whose value has distance at most 2&k&1 from the value of
the original (k+2)-approximation (it will be described in detail in
Lemma 4.9):
begin
m :=1;
repeat
clear all work tapes TN (i) and TR ( j);
write ( p[m], k+2@ ) onto the work tapes that correspond to the
input registers of M;
execute the finite precision, step by step simulation M$ of M;
label (1): m :=m V 2
until the content w of the tapes corresponding to the output registers
of M is a k$-approximation for some k$k+2;
write round(w[k+2]) onto the output tapes
end.
In the program M$ the work tapes corresponding to the input registers
of M are used as input tapes. M$ simulates a computation of M on input
(x, k+2) step by step by using the finite precision approximation
( p[m], k+2@ ) of (x, k+2). The flowchart of M$ has almost the same struc-
ture as the flowchart of M. A node in the flowchart of M containing the
operation op is replaced by a Turing machine program Mop which
simulates op and has the properties formulated in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.3 (Online machines for the elementary RAM operations).
There is a constant c such that for each of the elementary operations op in
the RAM model there is a TM Mop with the following properties:
(1) The input tapes for Mop are the work tapes of M corresponding to
the input registers for op and, in some cases, additionally, the work tape con-
taining the counter m^.
(2) The output tape for Mop is the work tape of M corresponding to
the output register for op (except for the tests, which do not have an output
register).
(3) Let us assume that the input tapes of Mop contain a *1 -approxima-
tion of an input xop for op with *1m (set *1 :=m if op has no input or only
natural input). Then
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(a) Mop stops after O(F(cost(op)+m)) steps.
(b) If *1c } cost(op) then the output of Mop is a *2 -approximation of
an output of op(xop), where *1&c } cost(op)*2m.
(c) If *1<c } cost(op) then either the output of Mop is as in (b), or
Mop produces no output and is ended by a ‘‘goto label(1)’’ instruction.
Here we identify the boolean values FALSE and TRUE with the num-
bers 0 and 1. Thus, if the precision of the input for Mop is sufficiently high,
then Mop simulates op and afterwards the computation is continued as
prescribed by the flowchart of M. If the precision of the input is insufficient
then the current run of M$ is interrupted by a ‘‘goto label(1)’’ instruction.
The Turing machines Mop are designed in such a way that the loss in preci-
sion during the finite precision simulation of a RAM operation op by Mop
is at most c } cost(op) digits. This ends the description of M$ and of M .
4.3. Online Approximation by Turing Machines
For the construction of the ‘‘online TMs’’ Mop of Lemma 4.3 we need
Turing machines that approximate the basic operations op of the RAM
model using only small input lookahead.
In the first of the following two subsections we construct Turing
machines that compute the staircase operation and other simple relations
op with discrete image online, i.e., with input lookahead c } cost(op). In the
second subsection we construct machines that approximate the real
arithmetic operations op # [+, &, V , ] online, i.e., with input lookahead
k+c } cost(op).
4.3.1. Number Relations with Discrete Image. At first we extend Defini-
tion 3.5 to relations with discrete image. Then we show that one can
compute several simple relations with small input lookahead.
Definition 4.4 (Computation of discrete number relations by TMs).
Let R  X_Nm be a relation with X = X1 _ } } } _Xn , where
X1 , ..., Xn # [N, R]. Let M=(7, I, (7*)m, F ) be a Turing machine, where I
is a product of 7*, 7| such that $X (I )=X. Let t, l: X  N be functions.
Then M computes R in time t and input lookahead l if for any x # dom( f )
and any p # $&1X [x] the following is true:
(1) M stops on input p after at most t(x) steps,
(2) having read at most l(x) symbols after the binary point on any
input tape (that contains a name of a real),
(3) and $Nm ( fM ( p)) is an element of R(x).
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For functions f : X  Nm with discrete image this definition coincides
with Definition 3.5 with the exception that the output precision parameter
k is left out.
Before we give examples we introduce a new notation. For two functions
h1 , h2 : X  N with (\x # dom(h1) & dom(h2)) h1 (x)h2 (x) we define
the relation [h1 , h2]X_N by
[h1 , h2](x) :=[ y # N | h1 (x) yh2 (x)]
for x # dom([h1 , h2]) :=dom(h1) & dom(h2).
Lemma 4.5 (The length l). There is a TM computing the relation
[l, l+1]X_N in time O(l(x)) with input lookahead 0.
Proof. For x # N we have l(x)=length of the word x^. For any
$R-name p=u } v with u # [1 , 0, 1]* and v # [1 , 0, 1]| of an x # R the length
of the word $&1N ( |$R (u } 0
|)|+1) lies in [l, l+1](x). In both cases the
computation can be done in time O(l(x)). Since this proves the assertion
for X=N and for X=R it is also true for finite products X. K
Lemma 4.6 (The function l(1x)). Let h: R"[0]  N be defined by
h(x) :=l(1x). There is a TM computing the relation [h, h+1] in time
O(l(1x)) with input lookahead l(1x)+2.
We omit the elementary proof.
Proposition 4.7 (The staircase operation). There is a TM computing
the finite precision staircase operation ‘‘wxxk ’’ in time O(l(x, k)) with input
lookahead l(k+1)+1.
Proof. We can assume that the input ( p, k ) for the machine consists of
a name p of a real number x and a binary integer k . We have seen in the
proof of Lemma 4.5 that l(k+1)+1 is just 1+ the length of the word
k+1@ . After reading the prefix p[l(k+1)+1] of p one knows the real
number x with precision 2&l(k+1)&1=2&2&wlog(k+1)x<1(2(k+1)). It is
easy to construct a TM which, using this knowledge, computes an integer
n with n&1(k+1)<x<n+1 in time O(l(x, k)). We leave the details to
the reader. K
Similarly, one can construct a TM which computes the finite precision
test (x< k y) in time O(l(x, y, k)) with input lookahead l(k+1)+2. Here
we identify the boolean values FALSE and TRUE with 0 and 1. We shall
not use this statement because the finite precision test can be simulated in
the RAM model by the finite precision staircase operation and some
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arithmetic operations in time O(l(x, y, k)). The simple simulation program
can be found in Section 2.
4.3.2. Functions with nondiscrete image. Now we consider functions
f : X  Y with nondiscrete output, where X, Y are finite products of N
and R. It is our aim to construct TMs which approximate the basic real
arithmetic functions g # [+, &, V , ] in time O(F(cost(op)+k)), using
only small input lookahead, i.e., input lookahead k+c } cost(op), where op
is the RAM operation y :=g(x). First, we prove a general result for the
approximation of functions using almost optimal input lookahead.
It may happen that one has a TM program approximating a function f
in time O(t) with a bad, i.e., large input lookahead. We prove that one can
modify the program in order to obtain a program approximating f in the
same time up to a constant with almost optimal input lookahead if the
time function t is sufficiently smooth and if f has a simple modulus of con-
tinuity which can be approximated easily.
A function L: X  N is called a delay function for f if k+L(x) is a
modulus of continuity for f, i.e., if (\x, x$ # dom( f )) (\k # N)
d(x, x$)2&k&L(x) O d( f (x), f (x$))2&k.
A function f possesses a delay function if and only if it satisfies a local
Lipschitz condition at every point in its domain. This is, for example, the
case if f is differentiable.
Proposition 4.8 (Online approximation of real functions). Let f : 
X  Y, t: X_N  N, l: X  N be functions, and c # N be a constant
with the following properties:
(1) There is a TM M1 which approximates f in time O(t(x, k)).
(2) l is a delay function for f.
(3) There is a TM M2 computing the relation [l, l+c] in time O(t(x, 0))
with input lookahead l(x)+c+2.
(4) (regularity condition for t):
(a) t(x, 0) # O(t(x, k)),
(b) (_c$>0)(\x, x$ # dom( f ))(\k) d(x, x$)2&k&l(x) O t(x$, k)
c$ } t(x, k)+c$.
Then there is a TM approximating f in time O(t(x, k+2)) with input
lookahead k+l(x)+c+2.
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If t additionally satisfies the (quite natural) condition t(x, k+1) #
O(t(x, k)) then M operates in time O(t(x, k)), hence in the same time as M1
up to a constant.
In the proof of Proposition 4.8 we use a simple procedure round which
has also been used in the main program for the simulation of a RAM by
a TM in Section 4.2.
Lemma 4.9 (Rounding). There is a TM M with the following properties:
if the input w is a (k+2)-approximation of an x # X for some natural k then
(1) M stops after O(l(x)+k) steps;
(2) fM (w)=: round(w) is a k-approximation of x with d($X (round(w)),
$X (w))2&k&1.
Proof. It is sufficient to describe M for the case X=R: if w is a (k+2)-
approximation of x, then choose a (k+2)-approximation v=bj . . . b0 }
b&1 . . . b&k&2 with $R (v)=$R (w) and with b&k&1b&k&2  [1 1 , 11]. Then
return fM (w) :=bj . . . b0 } b&1 . . . b&k .
It is easy so see that there is always such a word v and that one can
choose a word v in time O(l(x)+k). The result obviously satisfies condi-
tion (2). K
Proof of Proposition 4.8. We describe the desired TM M for the case
X=Y=R. The input for the TM is a pair ( p, k ), where p is a $R -name of
a real number x and k is the desired output precision.
First, the TM M computes m^ :=fM2 ( p); then v :=fM1 ( p[m+k+2] 0
|,
k+2@ ), and finally returns the word round(v[k+2]) on the output tape.
Here round is the simple procedure defined in Lemma 4.9. The number
m computed in the first step satisfies ml(x). Hence, with x$ :=
$R ( p[m+k+2] 0|) we obtain d(x, x$)2&(l(x)+k+2); thus, d( f (x), f (x$))
2&(k+2). The word v computed in the second step is a k$-approximation
of f (x$) for some k$k+2. We estimate
d( f (x), $R (round(v[k+2])))
d( f (x), f (x$))+d( f (x$), $R (v[k+2]))
+d($R (v[k+2]), $R (round(v[k+2])))
2&(k+2)+2&(k+2)+2&(k+1)=2&k.
Since round(v[k+2]) has exactly k digits after the binary point it is a
k-approximation of f (x).
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The first step needs O(t(x, 0)) time, the second needs O(t(x$, k+2)) time,
and the last step needs O(l(v)+k) time. By l(v)+k # O(t(x$, k+2)) and
the regularity condition (4) for t we conclude that M needs O(t(x, k+2))
time.
Finally, in the first step at most l(x)+c+2 digits after the binary point
of p are read and in the second step at most m+k+2k+l(x)+c+2
digits after the binary point of p are read. Hence, M works with input
lookahead k+l(x)+c+2. This finishes the proof. K
For the simulation of a RAM by a TM we need online machines for
the basic arithmetic functions. In the following we assume that F: N  N
is a function as in Section 4.1, i.e., a function such that the time com-
plexity of the multiplication of two binary n-bit integers is in O(F(n))
and such that F(n)n is nondecreasing (for n>0) and (\c1 , c2>0)
(_c3)(\n) F(c1n+c2)c3 F(n)+c3 .
Proposition 4.10 (Online approximation of real arithmetic opera-
tions). (1) There is a TM approximating the addition ‘‘+’’: R2  R,
x=(x1 , x2) [ x1+x2 in time O(l(x)+k) with input lookahead k+3.
(2) There is a TM approximating the subtraction ‘‘&’’: R2  R,
x=(x1 , x2) [ x1&x2 in time O(l(x)+k) with input lookahead k+3.
(3) There is a TM approximating the multiplication ‘‘ V ’’: R2  R,
x=(x1 , x2) [ x1 } x2 in time O(F(l(x)+k)) with input lookahead
k+l(x)+5.
(4) There is a TM approximating the division ‘‘’’: R_(R"[0])  R,
x=(x1 , x2) [ x1 x2 in time O(F(l(x1 , 1x2)+k)) with input lookahead
k+l(x1)+2 } l(1x2)+6.
Proof. (1) It is easy to construct a TM M1 that approximates the
function ‘‘+’’ in time O(l(x)+k). The constant 1 is a delay function for
the addition. Finally, the time function l(x)+k satisfies the regularity con-
dition (4) in Proposition 4.8. Thus, the assertion follows by applying
Proposition 4.8.
(2) For the subtraction the situation is exactly the same as for the
addition.
(3) We again check that the assumptions of Proposition 4.8 are
fulfilled. It is well known that a TM multiplying n-bit binary integers in
time O(F(n)) for variable n can be used for the construction of a TM
approximating the function ‘‘ V ’’: R2  R in time O(F(l(x)+k)) (see, e.g.,
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Mu ller [14]). The function l(x)=2+l(x) is a delay function for the multi-
plication: d((x1 , x2), (x$1 , x$2))2&k&l(x1, x2) implies
|x1 } x2&x$1 } x$2 |2&k&l(x1, x2) } ( |x1 |+|x2 |+2&k&l(x1, x2))
and |x1 |+ |x2 |+2&k&l(x1, x2)22+l(x1, x2)=2l(x1, x2). By Lemma 4.5 the rela-
tion [l, l+1] can be computed in time O(l(x)) with input lookahead 0.
Finally, note that the time function F(l(x)+k) is regular, according to
condition (4) in Proposition 4.8. Hence, the assertion follows by applying
this proposition.
(4) The division ‘‘’’ can be approximated by a TM in time
O(F(l(x1 , 1x2)+k)) (see, e.g., Mu ller [14]). This time function is regular,
according to the fourth condition in Proposition 4.8. One can prove by
standard analysis that the function l(x1 , x2) :=1+l(x1)+2 } l(1x2) is a
delay function for the division. With Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 we obtain
a TM, computing the relation [l, l+3] in time O(l(x1 , 1x2)) with input
lookahead l(1x2)+2. Now Proposition 4.8 gives the desired TM for the
division. K
Schro der [21] has invented a much more intricate online algorithm,
which does not only approximate, but which computes the real number
multiplication, in a certain sense.
4.4. Correctness Proof and Complexity Estimations
We start the correctness proof of the simulation in Section 4.2 by proving
Lemma 4.3.
Proof of Lemma 4.3. We shall describe the TM programs Mop only for
assignments of constants, for the mixed copy instructions and for the real
arithmetic operations in detail, giving only hints about the programs Mop
for all other operations. In each case it is obvious that conditions (1) and
(2) in Lemma 4.3 are satisfied. At the end of each description an upper
bound for the time needed by Mop is given. This proves part (a) of the third
condition. We leave it to the reader to check parts (b) and (c).
The machines Mop for the ‘‘assignment of constants’’ operations are very
simple. Remember that TN (i) (that TR ( j)) is the tape of the TM M which
simulates the register ni (the register r j) of the RAM M. The operation
‘‘ni :=l’’ (where l is a natural number) is simulated by a machine Mop
which writes l onto tape TN (i). This can be done in time O(1). The opera-
tion ‘‘ri :=q’’ (where q is a rational number) is simulated by a machine Mop
which writes an m-approximation of q onto tape TR (i) in time O(m).
We leave the easy construction of the online machines Mop for the ‘‘sim-
ple copy instructions’’ ‘‘ni :=nj ’’ and ‘‘ri :=rj ’’ to the reader.
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The ‘‘mixed copy instruction’’ ‘‘ri :=nj ’’ is simulated by a TM Mop which
copies the content of tape TN ( j) onto tape TR (i) and appends the word
‘‘.0m.’’ Obviously, this machine works in time O(l( y)+m) if TN ( j) contains
y^. For the operation ‘‘ni :=wr j xnl ’’ we use a TM M as in Proposition 4.7
as follows: One applies M to the finite precision approximation contained
on the tapes TR ( j), TN (l ). If during the computation a blank B on
any of these tapes is read then one stops the computation without output
and executes the instruction goto label(1) (‘‘label(1)’’ is contained in the
main program in Section 4.2) Otherwise the output of M is written onto
tape TR (i). This ends the description of Mop for the operation op=
‘‘ni :=wr j xnl ’’. If TR ( j) contains a finite approximation of a real number y
and TN (l ) contains a binary natural z^ then Mop stops after O(l( y, z)) steps.
For each of the ‘‘natural arithmetic operations’’ ‘‘ni :=nj nl ’’ with
 # [+, &, V , div, mod] one uses for Mop an ordinary Turing machine,
computing the corresponding arithmetic operation over binary integers. It
is clear that it satisfies all desired conditions.
We come to the ‘‘real arithmetic operations.’’ Let op be one of the opera-
tions ‘‘r i :=rj r l ,’’ where  # [+, &, V , ]. Let M1 be a TM computing
the corresponding function as in Proposition 4.10. Notice that M1 works
with input lookahead k+3 } cost(op)+6. Let g(rj , rl) :=3 } cost(op)+6 and
let M2 be a TM computing the relation [g, g+3] in time O(cost(op)) with
input lookahead cost(op)+2. This is possible by Lemma 4.5 and
Lemma 4.6. The idea is that first we use M2 in order to compute the
allowed and possible loss of precision and then we execute M1 with the
right precision. We define Mop as follows, where v, w denote the finite
approximations contained on the tapes TR ( j) and TR (l ) (‘‘label(1)’’ can be
found in the main program above); one applies M2 to the tapes TR ( j) and
TR (l ). If M2 reads a blank on one of these tapes before it stops, then one
executes a ‘‘goto label(1)’’ instruction. Otherwise let m2 be the computed
number (i.e., m2@ :=fM2 (v, w)) and let *1 be the unique number such that
(v, w) is a *1 -approximation. If *1<m2 , then, again, the precision is too
small, and one executes a ‘‘goto label(1)’’ instruction. Otherwise (i.e., in
the case *1m2), Mop uses M1 and writes the largest prefix of
fM1 (v[*1] 0
|, w[*1] 0|, *1&m2@ ) which contains at most m digits after the
binary point onto tape TR (i). This ends the description of Mop for the real
arithmetic operation op. If *1m, then Mop stops after O(F(cost(op)+m))
steps.
Finally we treat the ‘‘tests.’’ For the two tests ‘‘ni=nj ’’ and ‘‘ni<nj ’’ one
uses ordinary Turing machines for comparing binary numbers. And we can
assume that each occurrence of the test ‘‘ri<nl rj ’’ in the RAM has been
replaced by the small program given between Definition 2.1 and Defini-
tion 2.2 which uses the finite precision staircase operation and the natural
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equality test and works in time O(l( y, z, k)) if y^, z^, and k are the content
of TR (i), of TR ( j), and of TN (l ). This ends the proof of Lemma 4.3. K
We come to the correctness proof for the main TM program M in Sec-
tion 4.2. Let [x]_Ndom(RM), k # N, and p # $&1X [x]. In the following
we assume that ( p, k ) is the input for M .
First, let us consider the subprogram M$ for the finite precision simula-
tion. As we have seen, for each RAM operation op the online TM Mop is
either interrupted by a ‘‘goto label(1)’’ command or produces a finite
approximation for a possible value for op(x) if its input is a finite
approximation for x. It can be interrupted only if the precision of the finite
approximation given to Mop is smaller than c } cost(op), where c is a con-
stant as in Lemma 4.3. And in a successful run of Mop the loss of precision
is at most c } cost(op). Therefore, as long as the computation of M$ on some
input ( p[m], k ) and m^ is not interrupted (due to too small precision), it
corresponds to the beginning of a computation path of the RAM M.
Furthermore, in order to finish the computation of M$ without interrup-
tion and with an output of precision (k+2), it is sufficient to start M$
with the counter m set to a value
m max
comp. paths on x {k+2+:op c } cost(op)= ,
where the maximum is over all computation paths of M on input (x, k+2)
and the sum is over all operations op in such a computation path. Note
that by Lemma 2.3 there are only finitely many computation trees (on a
fixed input (x, k+2)); hence, the maximum exists. Using the estimate
op cost(op)tM (x, k+2)t(x, k+2), we conclude that it is sufficient to
start M$ with
mL :=c } t(x, k+2)+k+2
in order to guarantee that M$ writes a k$-approximation onto the tapes
corresponding to the output registers for some k$k+2. Since in the case
that M$ is not interrupted its computation corresponds to a computation
path of M, the output of M$ is an approximation of an element
z # RM (x, k+2).
Now we can conclude easily that the main program M works correctly.
Since the counter m is doubled whenever M$ is interrupted, the machine M
will eventually execute M$ with a sufficiently large m. Then, as we have
seen, the output of M$let us call it wis a k$-approximation of an
element z # RM (x, k+2) for some k$2. The word w[k+2] is a
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(k+2)-approximation of z. The TM M stops with output v :=
round(w[k+2]). Using Lemma 4.9 and d(z, f (x))2&k&2, one concludes
d($Y (v), f (x))d($Y (v), $Y (w[k+2]))+d($Y (w[k+2]), z)+d(z, f (x))
2&k&1+2&k&2+2&k&2=2&k.
Hence, the result of M is a k-approximation of f (x). That proves the
correctness.
We come to the time complexity estimation. First, we estimate the time
needed by the subprogram M$ for the finite precision simulation. From
Lemma 4.3 (3)(a) we obtain the estimate for the time used by M$ on input
( p[m], k+2@ ) and m^,
O \:op F(cost(op)+m)+ ,
where the sum is over the beginning of the computation path C corre-
sponding to the computation of M$. With H(n) :=F(n)n (for n>0) we can
write this as
O \:op (cost(op)+m) } H(cost(op)+m)+ .
Because of op cost(op)t(x, k+2), because of op 1uM (x, k+2) and,
since we have assumed that H is nondecreasing (for n>0), we estimate the
time by
O((t(x, k+2)+uM (x, k+2) } m) } H(t(x, k+2)+m)).
In order to obtain an estimation for the time needed by the main
program M we have to add the times needed by M$ for the various values
of m. For the overall time complexity of the TM M we obtain
O \ :
Wlog LX
i=0
(l(x, k+2)+2i+(t(x, k+2)+uM (x, k+2) } 2 i)
} H(t(x, k+2)+2i))+ .
The additional term l(x, k+2)+2i is caused by writing ( p[2i], k+2@ )
onto the work tapes corresponding to the input registers of the RAM M.
Since l(x, l ) # O(t(x, l )) by assumption, this term is dominated by the rest.
Using 2Wlog(L)X2 } L2c } t(x, k+2)+2k+4 and the regularity condition
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(\c1 , c2>0)(_c3)(\n) F(c1 n+c2)c3 F(n)+c3 for F, we conclude that
there is a constant c$>0 such that for all k
H(t(x, k+2)+2i)H(t(x, k+2)+2Wlog LX)
H((2c+1) } t(x, k+2)+2k+4)
c$ } H(t(x, k+2)+k)+c$.
On the other hand, we obtain
:
Wlog LX
i=0
(t(x, k+2)+uM (x, k+2) } 2i)
t(x, k+2) } (Wlog(L)X+1)+uM (x, k+2) } (4L&1)
# O((t(x, k+2)+k) } (log(t(x, k+2)+k)+uM (x, k+2))).
Combining these estimations, we obtain for the time complexity of M on
input ( p, k ):
O(F(t(x, k+2)+k) } (log(t(x, k+2)+k)+uM (x, k+2))).
By uM (x, k + 2)  t(x, k + 2) and by our assumption l(x) + k +
t(x, k+1) # O(t(x, k)), the final bound for the time complexity is O(t } F(t)).
This finishes the proof of Proposition 4.2. K
5. SIMULATING TURING MACHINES BY RANDOM
ACCESS MACHINES
The main result of this section is the following theorem which states that
Turing machines can be simulated by random access machines in the same
time, up to a constant factor.
Theorem 5.1 (Simulating TMs by RAMs). Let t: X_N  N be a
function such that l(x, k) # O(t(x, k)). Then TIMETM (t)TIMERAM (t).
Proof. Let f: X  Y be in TIMETM (t). Then there is a TM
M=(7, I_7*, O, F ) that approximates f in time O(t). We construct a
corresponding RAM M$=(X_N, Y, F $) that will approximate f in time
O(t) too. We proceed in four steps. At first we explain the basic idea. Then
the simulating machine M$ is described. In the third step we prove that M$
computes a correct result. Finally, the complexity is estimated.
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I. Idea. The basic idea is to represent words over the Turing alphabet
7 _ [B] by real numbers in q-adic expansion, where the digit with value
q&1 will not be used. For 7=[1 , 0, 1, } ] we will use q :=6 and the
following translation table:
s # 7 _ [B] B 1 0 1 }
s~ # N 0 1 2 3 4
The only important thing in the translation table is that the blank B
corresponds to digit 0 such that an empty register (=0) corresponds to an
empty tape (=B|). For all real numbers x in q-adic expansion without
digit q&1 and all natural numbers n>x we have
n&x1& :

i=1
(q&2) q&i=
1
q&1
.
Thus wxxq&2=[n # N | n&1(q&1)<x<n+1]=[wxx] consists of the
uniquely determined integer part wxx of x for all these special real numbers
x0. Hence, wxxq&2 can be used to simulate the read command on a
simulated Turing tape.
The Turing machine tapes will be simulated by RAM registers in the
following way: for each work tape i one real register Li takes the left part
of work tape i, excluding the head position, and one real register Ri takes
the right part of work tape i, including the head position. Figure 3
illustrates the situation.
II. Simulation. Now the Turing machine flowchart F will be trans-
lated one-to-one into a RAM flowchart F $ by substituting RAM programs
for each Turing machine command. In an input adaptation step we replace
the output precision k by k+1.
FIG. 3. Simulation of TMs by RAMs.
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(1) Write, Read, Left, Right. The procedures Read, Write, Left, Right
can be easily constructed with the help of the finite precision staircase
operation wRi xq&2 , wLi xq&2 , respectively. For example the corresponding
program Left shifts one digit from register Li to register Ri and Right in the
reverse direction.
(2) Input. The handling of the input and output commands is a little
bit more technical. For the input commands we have to generate ‘‘signed-
digit names’’ (binary names) of the real (natural) inputs on simulated
Turing tapes. To perform these operations with low costs we use the fact
that multiplication with small numbers is inexpensive w.r.t. our cost measure.
Therefore, in a precomputation step we shift the input numbers behind the
binary point, which is described by the following procedure: Here xi
denotes the i th input register; Xi is the real register used to simulate the i th
input tape; and Ni is an associated real ‘‘counter:’’
procedure pre(i);
begin
Xi :=xi ;
Ni :=1;
if Xi<1& 12 or
1
2< 1 Xi then begin
Xi :=1X i ;
repeat
Ni :=Ni2;
Xi :=Xi V 2
until Xi<0&1 or 1< 0 Xi ;
Xi :=1X i
end
end
After the application of pre(i) there is a j # N such that |Xi |<1,
Xi=xiNi , and Ni=2& j. The computation of pre(i) costs time O(l(x i)).
Now it is easy to construct the procedures InRight and InRead. A signed-
digit can be extracted from Xi by A :=min[w2 V Xi+1x0&1, 1]. Since
&1<Xi<1 one has A # [&1, 0, 1].
For the case of an infinite input on tape i of M a technical part of the
corresponding procedures has to guarantee the normal form of the signed-
digit name. The computation time of InRead(i, a) and InRight(i) up to the
binary point can be summarized under the computation time of pre(i).
Behind the binary point each run of InRead(i, a) and InRight(i) needs time
O(1).
Now we treat the case that input tape i of M contains a finite input.
Again pre(i) will be used for a precomputation step. The procedures
InRight and InRead will be constructed as follows. On the first access a
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prefix an . . . a0 } a&1a&2 of a signed-digit name of the natural number xi will
be computed and stored as X=a&2
t } a&1
ta0
t . . . an
t . Then it is translated
into a binary name of x i by the procedure binary(X). On each further
access InRead(i, a) and InRight(i), extract one binary digit with the help of
wxi xq&2 . The procedure binary(X), which will not be explained in detail,
translates the signed-digit prefix into the binary name bm . . . b0 of x i which
is stored afterwards as Xi=bm
t
} bm&1
t
. . . b0
t
. In order to perform this trans-
lation, two digits a&1 , a&2 after the binary point are sufficient, since
|xi&&2j=n aj2
j| 14 and x i is an integer. The idea of the translation is to
split an . . . a0 } a&1a&2 into a part consisting of the positive and a second
part consisting of the negative digits. Binary subtraction and rounding
yields bm . . . b0 . Obviously binary(X) can be performed in time
O(n)=O(l(xi)). Excluding the precomputation on the first access, each run
of InRead(i, a) and InRight(i) needs time O(1).
(3) Output. The output commands Out(i, a) will be simulated by
writing the output symbols a to a real register Yi , simulating the output
tape i. This can be done by Yi :=Yi q+a~ . The procedure Out(i, a) can be
executed in time O(1). When a halt state of the flowchart is reached then
for each output register yi a postcomputation step post(i) will be perfor-
med. This recovers the natural or real value, which is encoded in the num-
ber in q-adic expansion, contained in Yi and writes it to yi . Therefore, one
digit after the other is extracted from Yi by wYi xq&2 and the sum of the
corresponding values is calculated in a real register behind the binary
point. Afterwards, the whole result is shifted in the correct binary position.
The procedure post(i) needs time O(l( yi)).
III. Computability. Now we prove that M$ approximates f. Let
x # dom( f ), k # N and y # RM$ (x, k). We have to show d( f (x), y)<2&k.
On each computation path belonging to y the procedures InRead and
InRight in the flowchart of F $ successively produce a prefix of a name
p # $&1X [x] and a prefix of the name k+1@ (remember that k has been
replaced by k+1 as input adaptation). By assumption v :=fM ( p, k+1@ ) is
a k$-approximation of f (x) for some k$k+1. Since F $ is a direct simula-
tion of F, M$ exactly simulates the computation of v on the considered
computation path, i.e., $Y (v)= y. Since v is a k$-approximation of f (x) for
a k$k+1 we obtain d( f (x), y)=d( f (x), $Y (v))2&k&1<2&k.
IV. Complexity. Finally we have to estimate the computation time
of M$. We consider the same computation path as under (3). The proce-
dures pre(i), post(i) need time O(l(x, k)), O(l( y)) respectively. All other
procedures need time O(1). Since l( y) # O(t(x, k)) and by assumption
l(x, k) # O(t(x, k)) we obtain tM$ (x, k) # O(t(x, k)). This finishes the proof
of Theorem 5.1. K
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One should notice that the simulation is possible without indirect
addressing on the RAM, since multiplying small real numbers (<q) costs
only constant time, and for the simulation of the TM commands one needs
only multiplication on a bounded set of numbers. In fact, the proof above
tells us that a function computable by a TM in time O(t) can even be com-
puted by a RAM with a restricted set of operations in time O(t); compare
Section 7.
6. INDIRECT ADDRESSING
Up to now we have investigated machines which use only finitely many
registers, tapes, respectively, and which do not provide indirect addressing
(especially, we do not need indirect addressing on the RAMs to simulate
TMs efficiently). Additionally, it would be useful to consider machines with
a variable number of input registers to describe problems with a variable
input dimension. For these machines, indirect addressing is necessary to
access an arbitrarily large number of registers.
In this section we will prove that, concerning problems of variable input
dimension, feasible real RAMs, equipped with indirect addressing, are still
polynomially equivalent to TMs.
First we will extend our real RAM model by allowing R*_N* as input
and output spaces, where X* := _ n=0 X
n. If x :=(x1 , ..., xd) # X* then we
will write dim(x)=d.
Definition 6.1 (IRAMs). A random access machine with indirect
addressing (IRAM) is a triple M=(X, Y, F ). Here X and Y denote the
input space and the output space, each a finite product of the spaces R and
N or equal to R*_N*. We assume that with each input space and each
output space there is associated a fixed input mapping from X to the input
registers and a fixed output mapping from the output registers to Y. In the
case of the input space X=R*_N* an input tuple ((x1 , ..., xdR),
( y1 , ..., ydN)) # X is mapped to the registers by n0 :=dR , n1 :=dN , r3i :=x i ,
n3j :=yj for i=1, ..., dR and j=1, ..., dN . In the case of output space
Y=R*_N* the output tuple is ((r4 , r7 , ..., r3n0+1), (n4 , n7 , ..., n3n1+1)) # Y.
F is a finite flowchart analogous to the usual RAMs with additional
indirect addressing operations (see below).
We extend the operations allowed for RAMs by adding indirect address-
ing operations: each index i, j, k in Table I will be replaced by natural
registers ni , nj , nk , used as index registers. These new operations cause
slightly higher costs, namely l(n i), l(nj), l(nk) have to be added to the
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costs in Table I if the corresponding register occurs as an index. As an
example we consider the real number addition. The new operation
rni :=rnj+rnk costs l(rnj , rnk , ni , nj , nk).
The other operations are treated correspondingly. Semantics and time com-
plexity measures for IRAMs will be defined analogously to RAMs. For the
following time complexity classes we consider only functions with dim(x),
dim( f (x)) # O(t), which seems to be a natural condition for our simulation
results since each input and output value has to be handled at least once.
Definition 6.2 (Time complexity class). For t: X_N  N with
dim(x) # O(t) we define
TIMEIRAM (t) :=[ f: X  Y | Y is a finite product of R and N
or Y=R*_N*, dim( f (x)) # O(t), and there is an IRAM M
approximating f in time O(t)]
Now we have to extend our Turing machine model to handle inputs with
variable dimension; we will allow (7|)*_(7*)* as additional input and
output specifications. Since we want to keep the essential finiteness of Tur-
ing machines we will store all this infinite input information on one tape.
If ( p1 , ..., pd) # (7|)d is the input tuple, then the input tape will contain
p11 p21 } } } pd1 *p12p22 } } } pd2* } } } , where p ij is the jth digit of the i th input
pi and * is an auxiliary symbol such that *  7. Representations
$X* : (7 _ [*])|  X* of the variable dimension spaces X* will be
defined correspondingly. The finite inputs will be embedded via w [ wB|.
If (w1 , ..., we) # (7*)e is the output tuple, then the output tape will contain
w1*w2 * } } } *we after the computation. It is straightforward how to
define the notion of approximation for these generalized TMs precisely. It
is easy to see that a function f with fixed input and output dimension d and
e can be computed in time O(t) on our old TMs if and only if it can be
computed on the new TMs in time O(t), i.e., the corresponding time com-
plexity classes TIMETM (t), restricted to functions with fixed dimensions,
are equal. Hence, we will use the notation TIMETM for the time complexity
classes of our extended TMs, too (again, with the requirement
dim(x) # O(t), while dim( f (x)) # O(t) holds in general if f can be computed
in time O(t)).
The next extension of our Turing machine model will be used for the
simulation in this section. It is equipped with infinitely many tapes and
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indirect addressing. We will call these machines ITMs. Three special tapes
of the ITMs will serve as indirect addressing tapes. These tapes are endless
to the left side and finite to the right. They will contain natural numbers
j in binary notation, written down from left to right (the least significant
digit on the right side). We introduce the additional indirect addressing
commands
Left[i], Right[i], Read([i], a), Write([i], a)
for all i # [0, 1, 2] and a # 7 _ [B]. Whenever such a command is performed,
the head of the indirect addressing tape i must be at the right end of the
tape (otherwise, the computation is interrupted). Then the natural number
j from the head position to the left on tape i will serve as an address of a
tape. The head of tape j and the flowchart control mechanism will operate
as if the corresponding direct addressing command with j=[i] is performed.
In a first step we will simulate IRAMs by ITMs and in a second step
ITMs by TMs.
Proposition 6.3 (Simulating IRAMs by ITMs). Let t: X_N  N be
a function with dim(x)+l(x)+k+t(x, k+1) # O(t(x, k)) and t(x, k)2.
Then
TIMEIRAM (t)TIMEITM (t2 } log(t) } log log(t)).
Sketch of the proof. The proof is nearly the same as the proof of
Proposition 4.2 with small modifications. The additional costs O(l(nj)) for
providing indirect addresses nj on indirect addressing tapes are covered
by the costs of the indirect addressing operations. The additional costs for
performing an input and output adaptation are dominated by the total
computation time since dim(x)+dim( f (x)) # O(t). K
Now we will simulate ITMs by TMs. Since our TMs stop after a finite
time, they can only write a finite amount of information on the work tapes.
Proposition 6.4 (Simulating ITMs by TMs). Let t: X_N  N be a
function. Then TIMEITM (t)TIMETM (t2).
Sketch of the proof. The basic idea is to store the addresses and con-
tents of all used work tapes efficiently on one work tape by standard
techniques. K
Now we can formulate the final result on indirect addressing:
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Theorem 6.5 (Simulating IRAMs by TMs). Let t: X_N  N be a
function with dim(x)+l(x)+k+t(x, k+1) # O(t(x, k)) and t(x, k)2.
Then
TIMEIRAM (t)TIMETM (t4 } log(t)2 } (log log(t))2).
7. UNIFORM TIME COMPLEXITY OF RESTRICTED REAL RAMS
So far we have considered only the logarithmic time complexity tM of
RAMs M. The question arises whether now an estimation of the uniform
time complexity uM of a RAM M is helpful for an estimation of the
logarithmic time complexity tM of the RAM. Unfortunately, in general uM
is not bounded by a polynomial in tM . Here we present a restricted
(feasible) real RAM model in which both time complexities are closely
related. Furthermore, the corresponding complexity classes are polyno-
mially related to the logarithmic time complexity classes in the unrestricted
RAM model. Thus, these classes are also polynomially related to the
corresponding time complexity classes of TMs.
First, let us look at the uniform time complexity classes for the RAM
model. For a function f: X_N  N one defines in analogy to Defini-
tion 2.7
UTIMERAM (t) :=[ f: X  Y | Y is a finite product of N and R and
there is a RAM M approximating f with uM # O(t)].
Obviously, TIMERAM (t)UTIMERAM (t). Vice versa there is no useful
inclusion relation.
For example the function ‘‘22
n
’’: N  N, n [ 22n can be computed in O(n)
steps by starting with x :=2 and then simply squaring x n times. Hence,
‘‘22
n
’’ # UTIMERAM (n). But the logarithmic time complexity of any RAM
computing this function is in 0(2n), since any operation which writes the
result 22
n
into a register already costs 0(2n). Other examples are functions
whose approximation requires division by an expression which may be
close to zero. One can exclude these phenomena by demanding that multi-
plications and divisions occur only with a bounded second operand.
Definition 7.1 (Restricted RAMS). A RAM M is called a restricted
RAM (RRAM) if there is a constant c>0 such that for each x # dom(RM)
every natural or real multiplication s :=t V y and every real division s :=tz
occurring in any computation on input x satisfy | y|c and |z|1c.
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The classes TIMERRAM (t) and UTIMERRAM (t) are defined as the corre-
sponding classes for the unrestricted RAMs. Again, we have TIMERRAM (t)
UTIMERRAM (t). The interesting inclusion for the other direction is a
corollary of the following lemma.
Lemma 7.2 (Logarithmic and uniform time complexity of RRAMs).
Let M denote a restricted RAM. Then there is a constant c>0 such that for
all x # dom(RM)
tM (x)c } uM (x) } (l(x)+uM (x)).
Proof. Let M be a restricted RAM. We fix an x # dom(RM) for M and
a computation path C of M on input x with
tM (x)= :
length(C)
i=1
cost(opi),
where the summation is over the operations opi in C. We have to estimate
cost(opi). Since M is a restricted RAM the logarithmic size of the operands
can grow at most by a constant in any step of the computation. Hence, one
proves by induction cost(opi) # l(x)+O(i) for i=1, ..., length(C). Summing
these costs gives the assertion. K
As a corollary we obtain the following result.
Theorem 7.3 (Time complexity classes of RRAMs). Let t: X_
N  N be a function with l(x, k) # O(t(x, k)). Then UTIMERRAM (t)
TIMERRAM (t2).
Hence in the RRAM model the uniform and the logarithmic time com-
plexity are very closely related. But these classes are interesting only if they
are related to the logarithmic time complexity classes of unrestricted
RAMs. In fact, we obviously have TIMERRAM (t)TIMERAM (t) and
UTIMERRAM (t)UTIMERAM (t). On the other hand, we have:
Theorem 7.4 (Time complexity of RAMs and RRAMs). Let t: X_
N  N be a function. Then TIMERAM (t)UTIMERRAM (t).
Sketch of the proof. In order to simulate a RAM M by an RRAM M$
one only has to replace each multiplication and each division in a com-
putation of M by a series of multiplications and divisions with a bounded
second operand, e.g., bounded by 2. One observes that any operation op
performed by M with logarithmic cost cost(op) is simulated by a series of
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at most c } cost(op) operations by M$, for a constant c>0. Hence,
uM$ (x)c } tM (x) for all x. K
In the following corollary we summarize the important inclusion rela-
tions between time complexity classes of RAMs and RRAMs.
Corollary 7.5 (Time complexity classes of RAMs and RRAMs). Let
t: X_N  N be a function with l(x, k) # O(t(x, k)). Then
TIMERRAM (t)TIMERAM (t)UTIMERRAM (t)TIMERRAM (t2).
Finally, we consider the TM complexity classes. For functions t satisfying
l(x) + k + t(x, k + 1) # O(t(x, k)) and t(x, k)  2 we had obtained
TIMERAM (t)TIMETM (t2 } log(t) } log log(t)). Hence, for such functions
we have UTIMERRAM (t)TIMETM (t4 } log(t)2 } (log log(t))2). On the
other hand, the simulation of TMs by RAMs was very efficient; the RAM
simulating the TM in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is a restricted RAM. We
conclude:
Proposition 7.6 (Time complexity of TMs and RRAMs). Let
t: X_N  N be a function such that l(x, k) # O(t(x, k)). Then
TIMETM (t)TIMERRAM (t).
The RAM used in the proof of Theorem 5.1 is even more restricted;
the staircase operation and the finite precision test are needed only for
bounded precision.
8. EXTENDED RANDOM ACCESS MACHINES
Often one would like to have random access machines with a larger set
of elementary operations, e.g., including elementary analytic functions like
exp, ln, or the trigonometric functions. We shall see that such an extended
RAM model is polynomially equivalent to the basic feasible RAM model
and to the TM model if the functions added to the set of elementary opera-
tions can be approximated in polynomial time and have a sufficiently nice
modulus of continuity. Especially, we will consider exp and ln. But at first
we show that one can even add any computable function (i.e., any function
that can be approximated by a RAM or a TM) to the set of elementary
operations of the RAM model without enlarging its computational power.
Under a generalized RAM we understand a random access machine
differing from the RAM introduced in Definition 2.1 only by the fact that
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here the functions used as elementary operations may be any functions
which can be approximated by a RAM.
Theorem 8.1 (Generalized RAMs). If a function can be approximated
by a generalized RAM then it can be approximated by a RAM too.
Hence with respect to computability the generalized RAM model is not
more powerful than the RAM model.
Sketch of the proof. Let f be a function which can be approximated by
a generalized RAM. We have seen that a function can be approximated
by a RAM if and only if it can be approximated by a TM. Hence, it is
sufficient to construct a TM M approximating f. The construction is the
same as the construction of the TM M in the proof of Proposition 4.2 in
Section 4. The only difference is that here one has to treat additionally
nodes in the flowchart which may contain arbitrary computable functions
g. For these g one uses finite precision TMs Mg , similar to the online
machines Mop in the proof of Proposition 4.2. K
Now we consider the computational complexity. Let us assume that we
have added a fixed set F of number functions to the elementary operations
in the RAM model. In order to define the time complexity of such an
extended RAM we associate a logarithmic cost cost(g, x) to each operation
‘‘y :=g(x),’’ where x # dom(g), g # F, and x, y stand for tuples of registers.
Let us call a generalized RAM with this extended set of operations an
F-extended RAM (F-RAM). The question arises what the relationship
between the time complexity classes of this F-extended RAM model and
the corresponding time complexity classes of the RAM model or of the TM
model is. Especially, one might ask which conditions on F (and the cost
function) guarantee that any function f which can be approximated by an
F-extended RAM in polynomial time can also be approximated by a
RAM or a TM in polynomial time. The answer to the last question is that
it suffices to demand that each function g # F can be approximated up to
precision k in time polynomial in cost(g, x) and k and with input
lookahead k+c } cost(g, x) for a constant c depending only on F. By
Proposition 4.8 we know that this is possible if
(1) g can be approximated in time polynomial in cost(g, x) and k up
to precision k,
(2) and there are constants c1 , c2 such that c1 } cost(g, x) is a delay
function for g, and a natural number in the interval [c1 } cost(g, x);
c1 } cost(g, x)+c2] can be computed in time polynomial in cost(g, x) with
input lookahead c1 } cost(g, x)+c2 .
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We remark that for most of the common functions the first condition
is certainly fulfilled if the cost is defined appropriately. For the second
condition one observes that for a continuously differentiable function
g: R  R often l(g$(x)) is very close to being a delay function.
We state only one general result of this kind precisely. In the following
G: N  N is assumed to be a function such that the time complexity of
the multiplication of two binary n-bit integers is in O(G(n)) and such
that G(n)n is nondecreasing (for n>0) and (\c1 , c2>0)(_c3)(\n) G(c1n+c2)
 c3G(n) + c3 . An example for G(n) is the Scho nhageStrassen bound n }
log(n+1) } log log(n+2).
Proposition 8.2 (Complexity classes of F-extended RAMs). Let F
be a set of functions such that there is a constant c such that each g # F can
be approximated in time O(G(cost(g, x)+k)) with input lookahead
k+c } cost(g, x). Let t: X_N  N be a function with l(x)+k+
t(x, k+1) # O(t(x, k)). Then TIMEF&RAM (t)TIMETM (t } G(t)).
The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Proposition 4.2. This result
can be applied to many common functions. To give an example we con-
sider the exponential function exp and its inverse, the natural logarithm
ln : [x # R | x>0]  R. We use the logarithmic costs
cost(exp , x) :=1+[x], cost(ln , x) :=l \x, 1x+ .
Here [x] :=max[0, wxx].
Theorem 8.3 (RAMs with exp and ln ). Let t: X_N  N be a func-
tion with l(x)+k+t(x, k+1) # O(t(x, k)) and t(x, k)2. Then
TIME[exp , ln ]&RAM (t)TIMETM (t2 } log(t)2 } log log(t)).
One can replace the time bound on the right side by F(t) } t } log(t),
where F is a sufficiently regular time bound for the multiplication of two
binary n-bit numbers. Concerning regularity of F we demand that F(n)n is
nondecreasing, (\c1 , c2>0)(_c3)(\n) F(c1n+c2)c3 F(n)+c3 , and that
there are constants c1 , c2 # (0; 1) with F(c1 } n)c2 } F(n) for sufficiently
large n.
In order to prove Theorem 8.3 we have to construct Turing machines
which approximate the functions exp and ln fast and online (in analogy
to the online TMs of Proposition 4.10). We formulate the result directly
for the more general time bound involving a function F as it has been
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introduced in the previous paragraph. Therefore we use the ‘‘fast multiple-
precision evaluation of elementary functions’’ by Brent [5]. In fact, the last
regularity condition for F was assumed by Brent [5].
Proposition 8.4 (Online approximation of exp and ln ). (1) There is
a TM approximating the function exp in time O(F([x]+k) } log([x]+k))
with input lookahead k+max[0, W(x+1)ln(2)X]+3.
(2) There is a TM approximating the function ln in time O(F(l(x,
1x)+n) } log(l(x, 1x)+n)) with input lookahead k+l(1x)+4.
Sketch of the proof. (1) We wish to apply Proposition 4.8. Therefore,
we have to check that the four assumptions are satisfied. At first one uses
Brent [5] in order to prove that exp can be approximated by a TM in time
O(F([x]+k) } log([x]+k)). The regularity condition (4) is certainly
satisfied by this time bound. It is easy to show that the function
h(x) :=max[0, W(x+1)ln(2)X] is a delay function for exp. Finally, one
has to construct a TM computing the relation [h, h+1] in time
O(F(l(x)) } log(l(x))) with input lookahead 3. Then Proposition 4.8 gives
the desired TM for exp.
(2) Again one obtains the Turing machine by applying Proposi-
tion 4.8. At first using Brent (1976) one shows that there is a TM
approximating ln in time O(F(l(x, 1x)+n) } log(l(x, 1x)+n)). Note that
this time bound satisfies the fourth (regularity) condition. Then one shows
that the function h(x) :=l(1x)+1 is a delay function for ln. By
Lemma 4.6 there is a TM computing the relation [h, h+1] in time
O(l(1x)) with input lookahead l(1x)+2. Hence, Proposition 4.8 gives
the desired TM for ln. K
Proof of Theorem 8.3. The result follows immediately by applying
Proposition 8.2 with G(n) :=F(n) } log(n+1) and Proposition 8.4, which tells
us that each g # [exp , ln ] can be approximated in time O(G(cost(g, x)+k))
with input lookahead k+c } cost(g, x). K
Hence, adding the functions exp and ln to the set of elementary opera-
tions of the RAM model has only very small influence on the complexity
classes. Similar results can be obtained for the trigonometric functions and
many other common simple functions.
9. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a modified real RAM model, the feasible real RAM
model, and have shown that it expresses exactly the computational power
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of the Turing machine model on real numbers if a logarithmic complexity
measure for the time complexity is used. It gives rise to several subsequent
investigations. On the one hand, also space complexity could be
investigated. Furthermore, the feasible real RAM might be easier to handle
than the Turing machine if the time complexity of problems (with polyno-
mial or higher time complexity) over the real numbers is analyzed. On the
other hand, algorithms from computational geometry and numerical
analysis could be adapted to feasible real RAMs. Later on, when
appropriate programming language tools are available, these algorithms
could be correctly implemented on real world computers.
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